Abstract. Modern research data management in biomedicine requires data literacy skills. The NFDI4Health consortium, the national research data infrastructure for personal health data, addresses this need with several different training concepts for clinical and epidemiological scientists. Both the institutional anchorage of the training and the thematic focus vary and can be assembled from a modular system as required. The aim is to enable multipliers to adapt and use the training modules through open educational resources. In addition, a competency profile for data stewards is under development to support the choice of required training in research institutions. The results will be fed into the NFDI "Education & Training" Section and will contribute to the Data Literacy Alliance in the future.
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Introduction

Researchers, but also allied professionals in the biomedical and health fields need the skills to manage research data in a planned way that ensures transparency, quality and compliance with regulatory requirements. To equip them with the appropriate understanding and the necessary skills in research data management (RDM) and data science, the National Research Data Infrastructure for Personal Health Data (NFDI4Health, [6]) offers a modular, reusable training programme that is tailored to different audiences based on the FAIR principles for data stewardship [12]. Offerings range from a university-based, certified courses with multiple tracks for Data Scientists and Data Stewards (DS), to single units on specific topics or NFDI4Health services.
The design and delivery of trainings is accompanied by a DS pilot programme that specifically explores the role of academic libraries working with discipline-specific research institutions as multipliers in delivering NFDI4Health services to users [10].

The concepts and materials are designed to be reusable and adaptable, and fit with plans to build a more sustainable FAIR data literacy (DL) training environment across all NFDI consortia with the NFDI “Training & Education” Section (EduTrain). NFDI4Health will contribute to the related Data Literacy Alliance (DALIA) infrastructure, which is responsible for the continuous offering, demand-oriented, methodical, and technical development of learning and teaching materials in the NFDI e.V.

Methods

NFDI4Health follows a multi-level approach, targeting different audiences within the clinical, epidemiological and public health sciences: (i) graduate students, (ii) researchers and (iii) professionals such as technicians, study nurses or librarians. This approach leads to three strands of action:

1. Cross-domain graduate training programme for doctoral students (Data Train)
2. Modular training offers based on dynamic learning paths concerning biomedical RDM basics and specific services/tools provided by NFDI4Health, accompanied by a knowledge base (NFDI4Health training handbook)
3. Concepts and materials developed published as open educational resources (OER), which are didactically enhanced to complement the RDM train-the-trainer programmes

Training needs are also informed by user research and immediate responses of participants via feedback forms. A key finding of the first survey was the need for basic RDM training and training on specific aspects of RDM. Initially, training will be developed along these two lines, with a focus on the basic biomedical RDM. The materials will be bundled into problem-based, contextualised and applied learning journeys.

To enable scaling up, the course materials and concepts will be made available as OER. These will allow for self-directed study. Furthermore, the provided materials can be adapted and reused in other contexts. As part of the DS pilot, a competency profile for DS in health will be developed to serve as a template for future DS education.

Results

Cross-domain graduate training: Data Train

The U Bremen Research Alliance [11], with the support of the Federal State of Bremen, has established the cross-institutional and cross-disciplinary training program "Data Train" [2, 5] for doctoral researchers from member institutions. Data Train pursues the mission of strengthening basic competencies in DL, RDM, and data science, while offering doctoral researchers a platform to build an interdisciplinary and interinstitutional network. The nine NFDI consortia represented in Bremen participate in the development and operation of the training courses. For example, members of NFDI4Health delivered a couple of data stories. In return, courses are opened for the NFDI-communities whenever possible.

Since 2021, the programme has gone through two passes with a total of 40 lecturers, 14 lectures, 17 workshops and data stories and 222 doctoral researchers participating. Since the programme was offered virtually, more than 2,600 participations were registered. Data Train will now be offered annually. It covers the entire data value chain and makes an important contribution to DL training for science as well as for the private sector [3].
Modular training offers

The NFDI4Health team has designed several RDM modules for researchers. These are regularly offered at conferences and in cooperation with individual research institutes (> 15 events). The courses cover RDM basics, biomedical aspects of RDM, and NFDI4Health-specific services.

The NFDI4Health digital services are being developed against a set of six representative use cases [7, 8]. Modules are designed, tested, and consolidated by DS of the pilot in close cooperation with the specialist researchers from the use cases. NFDI4Health will create a network of DS with different and complementary areas of expertise.

OER Material

A handbook detailing the above developments in training, the curricula and the main lessons learnt is in preparation.

All the underlying materials are designed as OER and will be published under a CC-By licence, initially in the Repository of Life Science [9] and Zenodo.

Outlook

To enable DS or multipliers to adapt and implement the trainings and to train new DS, NFDI4Health will publish a DS concept alongside the training handbook, based on the experiences of the DS pilot. These also feed into the work of EduTrain, which aims to sustainably improve DL in science across the consortia [4].

Once DALIA, a knowledge base for the use and provision of FAIR data [1], is up and running, the NFDI4Health OERs can be integrated into it. NFDI4health, DALIA, and the Section “Ethical, Legal, and Social Aspects” (ELSA) are connected via a privacy working package, which will enable to sort and offer OER along distinct DL careers with the future option of working towards certificated or other qualification artefacts (e.g. micro-credentials). NFDI4Health will also be part of DALIA’s network of curators and experts.
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